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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a system to determine differences between 3D reconstructed interiors and their corresponding
3D planning data with the aim of correcting identified differences and updating the 3D planning data based on
these deviations. Therefore, a point-based comparison algorithm was developed with which deviations can be
recognized regardless of the topology of the data used. Usually, resolution and topology of a 3D reconstruction do
not match the CAD data. Here, our solution overcomes this problem by segmenting and extracting objects relevant
for comparison (e.g., doors, windows) from the reconstruction and planning data separately with a subsequent
analysis of the proximity of these objects to connected walls within the corresponding data set. Starting from the
connection points of a segmented object to its walls, adjacent spatial data is located for a correction of detected
differences to update the 3D planning data. The quality of the result of the developed process is shown in different
examples localizing doors and windows to find deviations. In addition, detected differences between the planning
and the measurement data are visualized and compared with the ground truth state of the building interior.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In many industrial and commercial areas, Mixed Re-
ality techniques are nowadays used in the planning or
production process as well as for construction monitor-
ing and quality control, e.g. to discover deviations that
arise during a construction process at an early stage. If
such deviations cannot be fixed, this could be a problem
for later maintenance. Thus, our approach allows an
update of the planning data respectively. Especially an
early detection of differences to the original blueprints,
like shifted windows, doors, or walls, can help to reduce
or avoid high follow-up costs and support adherence to
the schedules. This also involves a modernization or
redesign of existing buildings or interiors, for exam-
ple when doors are newly set or sealed. While other
systems for digital construction monitoring are often
limited to a visualization of the monitoring and docu-
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mentation progress [ZHK+14, GFPMS09] or a visual-
ization and comparison of detected differences between
measurement and planning data [Bos10, DFFW18], the
focus of the system presented in this paper, in addition
to detect, visualize, and compare differences [KER+17,
DGJ20], is to correct differences with a subsequent
feedback into the 3D planning data.
Acquiring the depth data for a 3D reconstruction can be
performed in various ways, such as by photogramme-
try (Structure from Motion), Time of Flight, or Struc-
tured Light [LJS+20]. Determined spatial data is repre-
sented in the form of 3D point clouds or a 3D model
is constructed from the point cloud in further post-
processing [GSC+07, NIH+11]. Various analytical,
region-based and geometric methods (model fitting) are
used for cluster analysis of point clouds, in particu-
lar for segmenting and extracting certain elements of a
scene [GMR17, SWL+16]. In addition, also more and
more approaches based on machine learning are applied
[ZLY19]. For a comparison of 3D data, Dobos̆ et al.
[DFFW18] described a method that recognizes differ-
ences between 3D models in the screen space based on
different data such as color, depth, normals and texture
coordinates and visualizes them for the user. Further-
more, Tuttas et al. [TBBS14, TSBB15, TBBS17] de-
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scribed an approach that compares point clouds from
real scenes with planning data in order to enable au-
tomated building documentation. The point clouds are
recorded by photogrammetry and Structure from Mo-
tion. The main contribution of this paper is an algorithm
that detects deviations from planning data compared to
scanning data from the real world either to correct the
deviations at the construction site or to use this informa-
tion to update the planning data. In the latter case the
differences found are used to adjust the original plan-
ning data respectively (e.g., for maintenance). There-
fore, differences between planning data and captured
real data are compared using a point-cloud-based data
representation and the resulting differences are used to
change the planning data on a geometry level.

2 PREPROCESSING
The first task of the whole system pipeline is to clean up
the captured data. In our case the capturing is carried
out using a Microsoft HoloLens, but our system is not
limited to it, so that other 3D scanners, for example
Occipital’s Structure Sensor1 for an Apple iPad, could
be used. During this preprocessing, the captured point
cloud is cleared of outliers and points that have arisen
due to a misinterpretation of the depth data, which for
example can occur due to highly reflective or transpar-
ent surfaces. After this preprocessing the identification,
localization, segmentation, and extraction of objects
relevant for comparison is carried out. The removal
of outliers that are not part of the interior of the 3D
reconstruction is achieved by using a mass histogram
and the determined amplitudes. First, the orthographic
projection of the point cloud is divided into individual
segments of fixed size along a unit axis. Localized
points within the boundary of a segment are added to a
subset determining the distribution of points along that
axis. Using both highest amplitudes in the histogram,
the point cloud can be freed from outliers, as illustrated
in figure 1 and shown in listing 1.

Step 1: Divide 2D coordinate plane XZ into
segments S of fixed size along x-axis

Step 2: Project centered and aligned cloud on
XZ coordinate plane

Step 3: For each S of XZ : count points
Step 4: Determine segment Sa and Sb
with first and second maximum as amplitudes

Step 5: Cut off points before Sa and after Sb
Result: Trimmed cloud along x-axis

Listing 1: Outlier removal using the mass histogramm
and both determined amplitudes along the x-axis. The
same process is also done for y- and z-axis.

During the reconstruction process, objects that are rel-
evant for comparison, such as windows or doors, may

1 Occipital Structure Sensor https://structure.io/

be occluded or have semi-transparent or partially inter-
mediate regions, which makes it more difficult or even
impossible to segment these objects later on for the pur-
pose of detecting differences. If available, spatial in-
formation about such objects, like fitted units, can be
obtained by the BIM (Building Information Modeling)
data of a building or have to be measured manually. An-
other solution could be using a CNN, which identifies
and locates even partwise occluded windows and doors
to provide metadata of the located objects. Within our
semi-automatic solution, the developed scanning soft-
ware allows marking occluded regions during the re-
construction process, which can help to remove out-
liers within these regions and to free up occluded ob-
jects. The left side of figure 2 illustrates the reconstruc-
tion from the user’s point of view including the regions
marked for a later clean up. Based on the corner points
of a marked region, a cuboid with twice the depth of
the width of a corresponding region (negative and pos-
itive depth along the plane’s normal) is used to remove
points within its boundarys, which is illustrated on the
right side of figure 2.
Regions marked are saved as metadata in a separate file
related to the 3D model of the 3D reconstruction. The
metadata contains a clear identification of the sliced
object, as well as the object type, which provides in-
formation on whether the cut out object is a door or a
window. Furthermore, the geometry type keeps infor-
mation about what shape the user used to cut out the
object, which he had previously selected from a range
of predefined shapes (circle, rectangle, polygon). The
anchor count contains the number of points used for the
geometry type and the anchor points are stored as lin-
ear vector that contains the actual spatial data. In addi-
tion, the surface normal of the cut out geometry and the
estimated unit normal are stored. Based on the anchor
points and the unit normal, the dimensions of the cuboid
are set up. Figure 3 contains a cut out from the meta-
data contained in the file, which represents the metadata
related to the window within the right side of figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the 3D reconstruction in form of the
raw point cloud (left) and the preprocessed point cloud
(right), in which all points within the regions previously
marked were removed, as well as a removal of out-
liers based on the mass histogram has been carried out
(see figure 1). Also mentionable is the variable depth
of cuboids using the determined width based on the
planes created from the metadata for freeing occluded
regions, which enables filtering doors or windows that
are opened to the interior, as it can be seen in the right
lower parts of figure 4.

3 DETECTING DIFFERENCES
To identify and locate differences between planning
and actual data, segmentation and extraction of objects
relevant for comparison is done individually for both
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Figure 1: Left: mass histogram and corresponding point cloud. Right: point cloud cleaned of outliers based on determined
amplitudes in the mass histogram along x-axis.

Figure 2: Creation of metadata during the 3D reconstruction process. The user marks regions that are interpreted as part of
the interior due to misinterpreted depth data or occluded regions (left). The metadata created is used to remove outliers and
points that have arisen due to misinterpreted depth data or that occlude objects relevant for a comparison (right).

Figure 3: Example of the created metadata, which is op-
tionally created during the reconstruction process and stored
separately for the related 3D model of the reconstruction.

datasets. For the planning data segmentation, the 2D
floor plan is converted into a planar point cloud and the
wall segments are localized and extracted by use of a
Euclidian Cluster Extraction (ECE)2. Each individual
wall segment is connected to its both nearest neigh-
bours and the located regions between two wall seg-

2 Euclidean Cluster Extraction https://pcl.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/cluster_extraction.html

ments identify windows or doors as illustrated in figure
5. The left part of the figure shows the extracted ground
segment. In the right part of the figure, walls, windows,
and doors were segmented and extracted from the pla-
nar point cloud of the converted floor plan. Within the
reconstructed point cloud, all wall faces are filtered and
extracted using the amplitudes found in the mass his-
togram, as illustrated on the left in figure 6. Subse-
quently, openings are localized in the planar point cloud
of the extracted wall side using α-shapes [TC98], as vi-
sualized on the right in figure 6. Figure 7 visualizes an
overlay of all segmented and extracted objects relevant
in the context of a difference detection in addition to
the planar point cloud of the floor plan and the prepro-
cessed point cloud of the reconstruction. Table 1 pro-
vides a comparison of the found differences between
the planning data and its reconstruction concerning the
width. As can be seen, differences between all extracted
objects have been detected but the difference calculated
for door 3 in table 1 is particularly noticeable compared
to the other results. The reason for the high deviation
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Figure 4: On the left side, the raw 3d reconstruction is visualized as point cloud. On the right, the preprocessed point cloud is
visualized, using the mass histogramm to remove outliers and the metadata to clean up occluded regions.

Figure 5: Planar point cloud of the floor plan split up into the
extracted ground segment (left) and the individual wall seg-
ment point clouds (right) using an ECE. Each interconnection
between two wall segments locates the start and end point of
a window or door object within the 2D planning data.

Figure 6: Localization of relevant objects for a comparison
of differences using α-shapes in the planar point cloud of the
extracted wall sides by the amplitudes of the mass histogram.

Door 1 Window 1 Door 2 Door 3

Target 0.89m 2.04m 1.26m 0.89m

Actual 0.93m 2.01m 1.29m 1.04m

Difference 0.04m 0.03m 0.03m 0.15m

Compare ±4.30% ±1.49% ±2.32% ±14.42%
Table 1: Comparison of differences detected between plan-
ning and actual data in context of width.

is misinterpreted depth data that occurred during the
scanning process, as can be seen from the mushroom-
shaped upper part in the right door within the right side
of figure 6. In addition, table 2 and table 3 are contain-
ing a comparison between the planning data, the real
state of the building interior (ground truth) and the re-
construction.

Figure 7: Overlay of the extracted regions from the planar
point cloud of the floor plan by ECE (blue lines), the extracted
wall segments from the floor plan point cloud (black rectan-
gles), the preprocessed point cloud of the reconstruction as
well as the extracted polygons from the segmented wall sides
using α-shapes (red).

Door 1 Window 1 Door 2 Door 3

Target 0.89m 2.04m 1.26m 0.89m

Real 0.91m 2.05m 1.25m 0.90m

Difference 0.02m 0.01m 0.01m 0.01m

Compare ±2.19% ±0.48% ±0.80% ±1.11%
Table 2: Comparison of differences between planning data
and real state in context of width.

Door 1 Window 1 Door 2 Door 3

Real 0.91m 2.05m 1.25m 0.90m

Actual 0.93m 2.01m 1.29m 1.04m

Difference 0.02m 0.04m 0.04m 0.14m

Compare ±2.15% ±1.99% ±3.10% ±13.46%
Table 3: Comparison of differences between real state and
actual data in context of width.
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4 UPDATING 3D PLANNING DATA

To be able to feed back detected differences into the
3D planning data, the corresponding points of a wall
segment are localized for which a difference of the
counterpart from the 3D reconstruction was found.
Since differences are initially detected based on the
determined deviations between doors and windows,
these differences between two corresponding objects
are used to manipulate the wall segments in the 3D
planning data. If, for example, a discrepancy between
a door from the planning data and the associated
door from the spatial data of the reconstruction has
been determined, points of the wall segments from
the 3D planning data that are connected to this door
are manipulated. For this purpose, all points of a
wall segment that are related to a correction of the
detected difference are first to be localized. This is
made possible by using the adjacent properties of the
individual wall segments and the connection points
of two wall segments that are connected by the door
or window in between. Starting from a connection
point, points that are relevant for the manipulation can
be localized by performing a collision detection for
corner points that are located near to the location of the
connection point with an intersection shape (e.g., circle
or rectangle) on the planar point cloud of the planning
data. Figure 8 illustrates the process.
As intersection shape a rectangular shape was used to
determine the points that belong to a wall segment and
are being part of the edge of this wall segment. The
width and height for a rectangle is in correlation to the
thickness of a wall segment and the detected difference
to this location. For a better visualization, a fixed width
and height was used to illustrate the localization of
points relevant for a correction.
Relevant points for a correction of the determined dif-
ferences were localized using the procedure described
in the previous section. In the next step, the differences
determined in section 3 can be fed back automatically
and persistently into the 3D planning data. For this
purpose, all points determined on one side of a wall seg-
ment are transformed according to the difference found.
Figure 9 shows the correction of the spatial data deter-
mined based on the regions in figure 8 by an overlay of
the 3D planning data before and after the correction of
differences. Listing 2 shows the procedure in summary.
Step 1: Set up intersection shape located

at connection point of window or door
Step 2: Localize vertices of original

planning data within intersection shape
Step 3: Manipulate vertices based on

determined deviations
Step 4: Save CAD file
Result: Updated CAD file

Listing 2: Correction of original CAD data based on
detected differences.

Figure 8: 2D planning data and the determined points of
the 3D planning data for a correction of deviations. Points
within an intersection shape belong to the wall segment that
is connected to its neighboring wall segments by the window
or door object in between and its starting point (green points
within the green intersection shapes) and end point (red points
within red intersection shapes). Purple points are not relevant
for a correction of deviations.

Figure 9: Overlay of the 3D planning data as 3D models
before (grey) and after (yellow) the correction of differences.
The view represents the 3D model of the planning data equiv-
alent to the 2D and 3D planning data illustrated in figure 8.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have presented a system, which al-
lows an automated detection and visualization of dif-
ferences between a 3D reconstruction of interiors and
their corresponding planning data. Our proposed sys-
tem is also capable of feeding back detected differences
persistently into the 3D planning data. Furthermore,
the preprocessing including the removal of outliers has
been improved by using the metadata created during the
reconstruction process with the Microsoft HoloLens to
free occluded regions from points, which are not part of
the object’s structure.
For future work, we would firstly like to incorporate
more complex types of geometries. Due to the sys-
tem’s actual limitation to detect and correct differences
within manhattan world environments, next steps could
focus on the possibility to handle more complex shaped
rooms, which, for example, could be made possible by
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using the floor plan point cloud for an outlier removal.
In addition, further optimization and comparisons con-
cerning the accuracy are possible. Secondly, we’d like
to focus on visualization aspects, where a meta file for-
mat similar to the metadata created during the recon-
struction process can be used that provides all necces-
sary data for a visualization of detected differences on
the HoloLens and other Augmented or Mixed Reality
devices. Moreover, such an AR-based difference visu-
alization, maybe even annotated with further informa-
tion about the corresponding problem, would greatly
enhance on-site discussions during the building phase
as well as later maintainance tasks.
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